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Logicism and Meaning:The Case Against(Draft)Iain D. CraigDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of WarwickCoventry CV4 7ALUK ECJanuary 24, 1995AbstractThis paper argues, contrary to the claims of other workers, that formalsemantics in the sense of model theory cannot provide an adequate basis forthe ascription of meanings in AI programs.
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Note: The original version of this paper was written in March and April,1991. It therefore pre-dates Meanings and Messages and Programs thatModel Themselves.
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1 IntroductionAI programs are obviously about things, more explicitly so than conventional ones.A payroll program is certainly about salaries, employees and tax law, but the rep-resentations it employs, together with the ways in which those representations aremanipulated, are more obviously encoded in the program code than are the represen-tations of most AI programs|one has to say `most' because there are AI programsthat represent their knowledge in terms of procedures in some programming lan-guage (often LISP or as Prolog clauses). The observable behaviour of a payrollprogram also suggests that it is di�erent in kind from an AI program: payroll suitestend to be run overnight in batch mode, and their output is, typically, a form-likelisting. We are used to seeing interactive AI programs that enter into dialogues withtheir users. There is nothing, of course, to prevent one building an `expert' payrollprogram with representations that are more explicit than those currently found, noris there any real reason why payroll programs could not be interactive.The observable behaviour of a payroll program does not correspond to an AIprogram: it can be objected that the fact that payroll suites often run in batchis an irrelevance|this is correct. It can also be objected that one of the criteriathat I have just presented|explicit representation|is rather operational. Explicitrepresentation, according to the logicist view of AI (e.g., [32]), brings with it thebene�t that represented items can be used more exibly|a hint at meaning-as-use (which has turned out to be notoriously di�cult for logic). One should beable to determine whether one has an AI program on the grounds of the behaviourit exhibits: one should not have to look at the code to say what one has. Theexplicitness of representation is often taken by AI workers to be part of the claimthat AI programs represent things in a modular fashion (Waterman and Hayes-Roth's 1978 collection [43] is full of statements about the `modular representationof knowledge'): modularity in representation entails, it is claimed, greater ease inextension or revision1. Another claim that is made for explicit representation isthe one that if something is not represented, it cannot be reasoned about. Quiteobviously, this last point is, in some sense, correct, especially if one wants to engagein formal reasoning about something. It can be argued that what makes the AIprogram distinct from the payroll suite is that the information that is represented(encoded) in the AI program can be used more exibly than can the information inthe payroll program.The comparison with payroll programs is quite interesting because it comparestwo di�erent approaches to programs (and that is what AI systems are) whichare about something. We would probably agree that a payroll suite does not have`representations' of the employees whose records it processes; we would also probablyagree that a payroll program does not have `knowledge' of tax and social security1One wonders whether UK local authorities would have been more able to cope with the PollTax and its changes if they had used AI systems|perhaps not3



law, nor that it held `beliefs' about the employees who depend upon it for correctpayment. One reason why we would make these negative decisions about a payrollsuite (and correspondingly positive ones about an AI program) is related to thelevel at which information is represented. In a payroll program, an employee isrepresented as a record|the employee's name is typically represented as a string.In an expert payroll program, an employee would be represented by a frame or by aset of assertions; what makes these representations di�erent is that more can be donewith them than can be done with a character string. In a frame system, informationcan be inherited and defaults over-ridden; in a logic-base system, deductions can beperformed.The most important facts about an expert payroll2 program are that:1. It performs inferences.2. It can (be said to) hold beliefs or to have knowledge|the beliefs which it holdsor asserts can be (taken to be) true.In other words, that an expert payroll program can do things with symbolic repre-sentations implies that its representations have meanings3. This claim of semanticsis implicit in much of AI. It does not matter that the individual symbols that areused in the representation of, say, an employee are not given an interpretetation:what matters is that such an interpretation could be given, and that the interpreta-tion would be about the world external to the program. The symbols that comprisethe representation are manipulated by inference rules in order to derive new sym-bols, and this process respects the semantics. In a logic-based system, the conceptof respecting the semantics explicitly shows up as the general logical principle thata sound inference licences one to draw a true conclusion from true premises: afalse conclusion can never be inferred from true assumptions unless the inferencerule that is used is unsound. In AI programs that are not explicitly logic-based, asimilar principle applies, although it might be described as drawing `reasonable' or`rational' conclusions from assumptions or data; nevertheless, what is still desired isa conclusion that is at best true or, if that cannot be achieved, one that is `possible'(in the logical sense) or that is `adequate' (in some pragmatic sense|see [11] for anexample of an AI program that is required only to provide adequate answers).2 Semantics and ModelsThe issue of semantics is central to the AI enterprise. Most theoretical accountsof knowledge representation (perhaps, one ought to say `knowledge representationlanguage proposals' because there has been little work in AI, or elsewhere, on the2The emphasis on `expert' is not ironic|or is it? See below.3It is not at all surprising that one of the earlier collections of papers on AI research was theinuential Semantic Information Processing [27].4



concept of representation itself, although Hayes [14] and Sloman [37] have madeilluminating comments) deal, ultimately, with truth. As in logic, the foundationalidea is to determine when a sentence of a formal language is true: that is, in thepresent context, when a sentence or expression of the knowledge representationlanguage is true. As with formal logic, the idea is reduced (following Tarski) tothat of determining the conditions under which a sentence is satis�ed by a model(the `intended' or `standard' model). Whether a traditional Tarskian account, or aKripke-style possible worlds account is given, what is sought is a relation betweenthe representation language and the models which make its sentences true.The reader should not think that I have any objections to either account ofsemantics4: indeed, model theory is not used enough in AI. As will become clearbelow, my objection is to the conception of a logical semantics in connection withrepresentation. Certainly, what is needed is something that licences the move fromgivens to conclusions. What is also needed is a way of determining the content of arepresentation.In mathematics, the concept of a `model' is something akin to what logicians calla theory: it is a collection of structures and axioms, together with inference ruleswhich licence the application of axioms in the derivation of new sentences. This viewcorresponds closely with some views of `semantics' in formal logic. Indeed, it can beargued that the concept of a `model' in logic is very similar: one version of modeltheory (the one usually ascribed to Tarski) says that a model is a set-theoreticstructure which provides an interpretation of the sentences of the formal theorywhose semantics are being given; another account (due, basically, to A. Robinson) isthat a model is a mathematical structure of some kind (usually set theory, althoughit might be, for example, a topos) and that there is a mapping from the formallanguage to the other mathematical structure. Under either interpretation, whatis going on is that the sentences of the theory expressed in the formal languagewhose semantics are to be given are translated into sentences in some other formalstructure: once the translation has been achieved, reasoning can proceed in the otherstructure using its objects, relations, functions, axioms and inference rules (here, Iinclude theorems under the general heading of `inference rules'). A sentence of theformal language is true if and only if the sentence in the model (the translation,that is) is also true|the latter is the case if the sentence is true with respect to theaxioms of the model. The two versions are equivalent, although the second seemsto allow greater range in the structures that can be chosen to serve as models. Itis an important observation that models represent in various ways (one way is thatthey represent the sentences of the formal language).The appeal of `semantics' in the sense of the last fews paragraphs to knowledgerepresentation should be made clear. A sentence (expression) of a knowledge rep-resentation language is useful only when it represents something that is true (the4The quotation marks are intended to be signs that the term is being mentioned and not used|there is no irony, and there should be no criticism of these concepts imputed to the author.5



hedge `something' is important here because it is not, in general, possible to saythat one is dealing with a `fact', a `proposition', a `state-of-a�airs', or, maybe, `situ-ation'). What is important is to give an account of the semantics of the knowledgerepresentation language in such a way that its sentences can be used assertorically:that is, to make true assertions. Truth, as has been noted, is important for theconcept of sound inference. If the representation is to be construed as dealing withthe beliefs of the arti�cial agent, there is a double task for the semantics. For beliefsystems, two properties are important:1. The semantics must give the conditions under which the agent may truthfullyassert a belief (i.e., the conditions under which `A B� can be veridicallystated).2. The content of � in `A B�.The content of a proposition, �, is usually taken to be its interpretation in allpossible worlds (or, at least, all those accessible from the reference world): thisinvolves determining the referent of � and also its truth-value. This interpretationis justi�ed by the argument that if one believes that �, one will assert it (as beingtrue); in symbols: B�! �which is often taken to be an axiom5. (Note that the material equivalence derivedfrom the converse, namely, B� $ � is not taken as an axiom|it is not even true:just because something happens to be the case, one need not believe that it is thecase.) In other words, in order to determine whether the belief that � is a truebelief, one needs to know about �6. If the theory does not deal with beliefs (orknowledge), it is still important to know about the content of �. In both cases, oneneeds to know about the intension of �.Both Tarski-style satisfaction and Kripke-style possible world semantics havebeen proposed by workers in knowledge representation. Hayes is, perhaps, the mostnotable proponent of using Tarskian semantics. Moore [29] and Levesque [22] haveargued for possible world semantics for doxastic and epistemic logic. More recently,Levesque [22, 23] has used a situation semantics: for present purposes, situationsemantics can be considered to be a variation on possible worlds in which eachsituation is a `small' possible world (see [2])7. Below, the reasons why semanticsof these kinds for knowledge representation languages have been proposed will beconsidered: the discussion will focus on the central issues of my argument.5It is frequently referred to as T: it states that the accessibility relation between possible worldsis reexive.6The reader is given the almost traditional health-warning about true belief and knowledge: truebelief is not, ordinarily, to be construed as knowledge. The latter can be analysed as justi�ed truebelief|justi�cation is important.7Even allowing the novelty of situation semantics, Levesque's work still falls foul of the argumentsto be presented below. 6



3 Semantics and Knowledge RepresentationThere has been much activity in the semantics of knowledge representation sinceWoods [47] argued that most representation languages were confused formalismsthat lacked a coherent semantics. Hayes [15, 16, 17] has long argued that �rst-orderlogic (FOL) should serve as the basis for the representation of knowledge.The aim of this section is to determine why FOL is so often cited as the knowledgerepresentation par excellence. This discussion will lay the ground for the argumentthat is to follow on what is necessary for a representation language to be adequate.To be fair to Hayes, in [17], he argues that FOL should serve a role similar tothat of a speci�cation language in software engineering: what he advises is thatdomain knowledge be encoded in FOL because:1. FOL is domain-independent (hence, it does not bias one in any way).2. FOL has well-understood inference rules (modus ponens and generalisation inan axiomatic presentation).3. FOL has a semantics (the one supplied by Tarski).Hayes' idea is that FOL can serve as a medium for communication between workerson the naive physics (and, presumably, other) projects, and he does not suggestthat FOL be the implementation language: he says quite explicitly that the theoriesdiscovered or constructed during the naive physics enterprise can be encoded in anyrepresentation language whatsoever8.Despite the fact that what Hayes actually advocates in [17] is somewhat milderthan what many take him to be recommending, in this section, I will concentrateon the case that he presents, as well as the stronger position that he is often sup-posed to take. The stronger position (i.e., the one that FOL must be used as therepresentation language) has been adopted by others, for example Moore [28], Gene-sereth and Nilsson [13], and Nilsson [32], and which was adopted by McDermott fora number of years (e.g., [24, 25], and [26]). Of the various arguments in favour ofFOL, I consider those of Hayes to be the clearest, the best-articulated and, possibly,the most easily available: the critique that follows is, if anything, intended as acompliment to him.With these preliminaries out of the way, a consideration of the reasons for adopt-ing FOL (with or without intensional connectives or operators) as the paradigmrepresentation system for AI can begin.8He does not say that such an encoding must be supported by a meaning-preserving mappingbetween FOL and the target representation language. A semantics is still needed for the targetlanguage, and that, by Hayes' arguments, must be a formal semantics. By the remainder of Hayes'arguments, what would be needed would be a semantics of the representation language in terms ofits properties as a syntactic variation on FOL, so one would be translating FOL and its semanticsinto FOL and its semantics! Perhaps I am being a little too harsh in this.7



The discussion can start with an argument which, although I have never seenit in print, appears to have some bearing on logic and representation. I will callthis argument the symbol argument9. In essence, the symbol argument runs asfollows. AI programs perform tasks that require `intelligence', and part of beingintelligent is the ability to perform reasoning tasks. At bottom, AI programs areabout the transformation of input symbols into output symbols (the physical symbolhypothesis [31]). That is, the reasoning that an AI program performs is representedas transformations of symbols. The symbols are arranged according to syntacticrules, so it is possible to talk about a `well-formed' expression or sentence or formula(what one actually calls it is of no importance|`formula' seems as good as anythingelse). The transformations can be cast in the form of rules: they have a mildsyntactical context-dependency. (Those who �nd this remark about dependencyperplexing should consider the transition rules in �nite-state automata or the ruleof modus ponens in logic. Modus ponens can be stated as:` �; ` �!  `  Quite clearly, anything will do for �, but not everything will do for �!  |it mustbe an implication. It is context-dependency in this sense that I intend.) Thus, anAI program is constructed from symbols and performs reasoning tasks.Logic is the paradigm of reasoning: its roots lie in the attempts by the ancientGreeks to codify human reasoning and thought. Because of this, and because ofthe more recent work by philosophers on reasoning, belief and on the semantics ofnatural language, logic appears to be a good candidate as a representation language.Logic also has some useful constructs, such as quanti�cation and negation: it dealswith truth, so it deals with exactly the kind of material that is needed to supportthe symbol manipulations of an AI program. In addition, a good deal of logic can bedone by just applying the inference rules: it can be treated as a symbol-manipulationgame (as can a lot of mathematics). The analogy between the symbol manipulationsof logic and those of AI programs is striking, though not surprising, given the workof Turing and of Church (the work of these two also shows that there is a strongconnection between logic and computation). Because of proof theory, it is possibleto get a long way merely by manipulating the symbols according to the inferencerules (this is used to ward o� initial questions about where semantics enters thematter); even better, there is the completeness theorem which states that:` �$ j= �This shows that whatever can be done in semantics can also be done in syntax (justusing the inference rules): in fact, because of the completeness theorem, semantics9Whether anyone would openly express this view is not in question: the point of stating theargument is that it highlights some essential aspects of the representational task. The fact thatsome might object to this argument as a satire or as cynicism is irrelevant.8



can be thought of as a `nicety'. When pressed for a semantics, a `theorist' of thiskind can wave his (or her) hands and point to model theory: that is the semanticsof logic|there is no need to do anything about semantics because Tarski et al. havedone it all for us.I very much doubt that anyone would seriously put this argument forward, eventhough it might seem plausible. I would very much doubt that anyone who wasserious in proposing logic as a representation language, or even as a meta-language,would merely allude to Tarski and claim that all the necessary work on semantics hasbeen done|witness the number of papers that propose a model for some new andexotic logic. As I warned the reader above, the argument has been stated becauseit makes a number of points that will be useful below, the most important of whichare that:1. An account of meanings must be given (hence the insistant semanticist).2. Symbols are used to perform the representational task.3. Inference is a species of transformation4. The processes must be e�ective (have to be performed by a machine, so,by Church's thesis, we have to obey this constraint if we are to accept theinformation-processing account of mind).Hayes' argument in [17] is rather more apposite. The �rst makes the (not unrea-sonable) assertion that most, if not all, representation languages10 that have beenproposed to date are variants of FOL. In favour of this is his own work on translatingframes into FOL [15], although he remarks (p. NN) that hierarchical representa-tion similar to frames and semantic networks may require default logics [34, 3] (anopposing view on frames, which treats frames as terminological de�nitions, is to befound in the work of Brachmann, Levesque et al. on krypton [4, 5], [33]). If thisassertion is correct (and I believe that, essentially, it is), it does not mean that weshould stop trying to develop new representational formalisms and write everythingdown in FOL, but that FOL should be used as the gold standard against which wemeasure our proposals.The main thrust of Hayes' argument is that FOL has a semantics. The semanticsis model theory. The semantics is supported by a view on truth (which is, ultimately,a correspondence-theoretic account). Unless a semantics is given for a representationlanguage, there is no sense in which we can ascribe `meanings' to the formulae thatdo the job of representing. What this amounts to is that we can do all the inferencewe want (i.e., apply all the inference rules in any combination), but it only amountsto symbol transformation until we have given an account of what the symbols areintended to stand for. Now, it is simply not enough to say `symbol fido111 stands10Remember that connectionist representations are not at issue.11Typewriter face|courrier font|will be used for anything that is assumed to be part of aprogram. 9



for my dog' and `symbol fido2 stands for your dog'|what if I am addressing mywife, and we only have one dog? It seems natural to assume that fido1 and fido2co-refer: what is there to back that claim up? What happens if the person whoutters the �rst sentence does not have a dog (neither my wife nor I own a dog,so neither fido1 nor fido2 refers to anything). As it stands, nothing. Anotherproblem comes with substitutions. Clearly, not all substitutions are meaningful: forexample, and taking FOL syntax, what if we have the predication �1(a1), where�1 is a predicate symbol and a1 is a constant, with the interpretation that �1 is`has four legs', and a1 is interpreted as `red'? This is semantically anomalous, butthere are no restriction criteria on the syntax of FOL (or of most representationlanguages I know of, many-sorted logics being one exception) which will forbid thiskind of sortal error (for that is what it is). The claim is that the explicit provisionof models for the theories that we develop using our representation languages willallow us to infer co-reference or sortal and detect category mistakes. In order toprovide a semantics for the theories to be expressed in a representation language,the language itself must have a semantic framework.By taking the assertion that most representation language proposals have beensyntactic variations on FOL together with the fact that FOL has such a semanticframework, one naturally (deductively?) arrives at the conclusion that FOL is therepresentation language.Hayes comments that, for any theory expressed in FOL, there are many non-equivalent models, but he sees this as a virtue: it becomes possible to choose amodel. If one needs a unique model, what one does is to add (non-logical) axiomsto the theory. The more axioms there are in a theory, the more constrained the in-terpretation of those axioms because axioms place constraints on the interpretationsof the non-logical symbols (the relation, function and constants of the theory, thatis). As the number of axioms increases, the number of models decreases: eventually,one reaches a stage at which there is a unique model|this becomes the `standard'model or preferred interpretation. Thus, it is possible, using the model theory ofFOL to reach a position in which one can point to a model and state \this is theunique model of the theory".Unfortunately, I doubt that it is possible to restrict the interpretation of a theoryby adding new axioms: the L�owenheim-Skolem theorem seems to defeat this. Thereason is that, by the L�owenheim-Skolem theorem, any �nite axiomatisation willnot necessarily have a �nite number of models. As the number of axioms increases,the number of models will also increase. Even when equivalent models (in the sensethat two models are equivalent if and only if they assign the same truth-value to asentence) are removed, I suspect that the number of resulting models will be greaterthan one. A sure-�re way to obtain a unique model is to use the Herbrand inter-pretation of the theory (Hayes describes the Herbrand interpretation as `ghostly' in[17]): for any theory, there is always a unique Herbrand model. However, as Hayesalso observes when he makes his remark about them, Herbrand interpretations do10



not really help. The reason for this is that the Herbrand interpretation of a theoryis constructed from all and only the function and constant symbols that appear inthat theory: that is, a Herbrand interpretation is only composed of the function andconstant symbols. Thus, by building a Herbrand model, nothing has been gainedbecause the symbols in the theory are interpreted by terms composed of those verysymbols. Hayes then goes on to say that there is a way of obtaining meaningsby means reection into the meta-language. If this is a claim that meanings canbe salvaged from a Herbrand model by recourse to reection, it is false, for onecan construct a Herbrand interpretation for the meta-language and reect the Her-brand model of the object-language into the Herbrand model of the meta-language,thereby gaining absolutely nothing; even if this is not what Hayes intends, there areproblems with his account of meaning. Furthermore, the reason why reection intoa formal meta language is of no help is again because of models: the theory cannotbe pinned down to just one model.The inability to produce a unique model of a theory is one problem. There areothers which Hayes mentions and solves in summary fashion: these relate to theconnection between the representation language and the external objects which itis supposed to represent.The point of representing, say, the commonsense world is that a program canreason about it. As has been seen, a semantics has to give an account of content. Inother words, it has to say what the representations are about. Now, Hayes sees thisquite clearly. His argument is that the models of a formal theory give a semantics:that semantics can be in terms of abstract objects (sets, numbers, etc.), or it canbe in terms of the external reality the representation is intended to capture. Here iswhere the problem resides. Hayes insists that a semantics must be given, and he isexactly correct about this. However, as will be seen below, the problem comes whenone wants to use the model-theoretic semantics as an account of `meaning'|in otherwords, as an account of content. Hayes in [17] remarks that the `real world' can beused as a model of a formal system (in other words, he will admit models whichdo not consists of formal structures), as well as models of the kind more usuallyencountered in model theory. The problem comes in giving the grounds on which amodel, a formal system and the external reality can be connected in such a way asto confer content.The all too brief account which Hayes gives is that we confer upon a formalrepresentation the content which we want it to have. In other words, we determinewhat the representations are about: there is no need for the representation to in-corporate `connection' conditions. A point which needs to be raised is that modeltheory deals only with concepts such as completeness, validity and so on: it does notdeal with `meaning' in its full sense, nor does it actually deal with truth. What amodel of a formally presented theory amounts to is a guarantee that certain, purelyformal, conditions are met: for example, that the theorems are valid. What thepresentation of a model-theoretic account of a formal theory gives is an assurance11



that the theory whose semantics is being presented has certain properties whichare desirable if one wants a deductive (or, perhaps, even one day an inductive orabductive) theory. A model does not deal with truth, nor, really, with interpreta-tion, because it, actually, only involves the translation of a theory expressed in oneformal language into the structures of another formal language12: the concept thatis employed in model theory is not truth, but the weaker one of satisfaction. Thefact that model theory involves a translation is not of any importance, and thereis rather more to the status of model theory than translation would seem to imply.The term interpretation is also, quite frequently, mis-used: the interpretation is,more properly, the mapping between the formal theory and the model. The essen-tial point is that truth is externally imposed upon a model by us: the reasoning issomething along the lines of `if � is translated into a sentence  of the model, andif  is true, then so is �' (where � is any formula of the formal language, and  isa formula in the model)|this depends upon our intuitions about and knowledge ofthe structures in the model. In other words, a model does not confer truth, it onlygives equivalence under some mapping. That is to say that truth is only relative tosome model.The above is not to be construed as an attack on model-theoretic semantics: it isintended only for clari�cation. I agree that some kind of semantics must be providedfor a formally presented theory, and that model theory is one form of semantics(perhaps, when talking of model-theory in this context, the word `semantics' oughtto be quoted, for its use in logic does not correspond to its use in other contexts|i.e., the `semantics' in \model-theoretic semantics" is a technical use) which is ofconsiderable use: it is very nice indeed to have consistency proofs, completenessproofs are yet better. My point is that a semantics of another kind, one which goesbeyond the abstract entities of model theory (and of the formal theory itself) isrequired: this point is acknowledged by Hayes, of course.By the argument about unique models, it is we, again, who determine the `stan-dard' or `intended' model. By determining the standard model, we are not goingabout the task of connecting the formal theory with the outside world. Any sym-bol (and that is what, at base, a formal theory consists of) can be interpreted ina myriad of di�erent ways: pick up two books on logic and compare the variousinterpretations of the proposition symbol p, or take, as another example, the usualstatement that p is a propositional variable and, so, can range over all (expressible)12Strictly speaking, the relation is many-many and not, as one might think one-one. However,in the translation of ordinary languages, one can still have a many-many relation which one calls`translation'. For example, il pleut, piove and es regnet all literally translate into English as it israining; they can also be translated as it does rain, it rains, or it will rain|some languages usewhat looks like a present tense to stand for a future. These examples show that translation inthe ordinary sense can be many-many. The content of the French, Italian and German sentencesis mapped onto the same content in the English rendering, but the point I want to get across issimply that the many-many relation between theory and model does not disqualify one from callingit a `translation' if one understands by it the concept that we use in everyday speech. Hayes saysthat the relation between a formal theory and its models is many-many unlike a translation.12



propositions. By the L�owenheim-Skolem theorem, there are many (sometimes in-�nitely many) non-equivalent models, so the non-logical symbols of a theory havemany non-equivalent interpretations13. Without some way of �xing an interpreta-tion, a symbol is just a mark on a page (or an address in memory): what one doeswith the symbol depends upon the symbol-manipulation game one is playing at thetime. To make mathematics work, we supply the meanings; for AI programs, thisluxury may not always be available. In the next section, I will investigate this aspectof semantics in more detail.4 Inference, Reference and DescriptionsIn this section, I want to examine the ways in which representations can be connectedto what they represent: in other words, I will be interested in a form of symbolgrounding. My remarks are aimed at AI programs and machines, not at people: ifit happens that the arguments transfer to the case of people, I will be most pleased;if not, too bad.The problem to be dealt with can be summarised as follows. Knowledge epre-sentation languages are symbolic systems that are typically composed of a set ofsentences or formulae. In order to get the representation to do anything, inferencerules are applied by a processor called the inference engine. The job of the inferencerules is sometimes stated as drawing out what is implicit in the (declarative) rep-resentation. For example, if the declarative database contains the formulae (whichare expressed in predicate calculus for simplicity):sister(sue,anne)mother(anne,sarah)the inference rule:if sister(X,Y) and mother(Y,Z) then aunt(X,Z)can be applied to yield the fact that sue is sarah's aunt: this information is notexplicit in the declarative database, it has to be inferred. The extent to whichinference really is making implicit information explicit (also whether problem solvingis of this kind) is moot, but I prefer not to go into the arguments here.Inference rules are, like the declarative component, symbolic structures. Theinference engine. I will use the term processor, following Smith [38, 39], to denotethe inference engine. The reason for this is that it is all too easy to refer to theinference engine as the \interpreter": I feel that this, last, term is too reminiscentof the interpretation mapping in logic, and that possible confusions can result fromthis.13Wittgenstein remarks in a number of places, for example [46], that symbols do not have aunique interpretation, meaning or use|symbols are arbitrary.13



There are two main points I want to make about the processor. The �rst dealswith truth and the constraints that processors are usually believed to satisfy. Thesecond concerns action. Both of these points will be of use below.The processor is charged with applying the rules in such a way that solutionsare found to problems, implicit information made explicit in a way similar to thatshown above. A not unreasonable constraint which the processor must satisfy isthat rules be applied in a way that preserves truth (i.e., the application of rules isat least sound). In the above example, if the program is said to believe that Sueis Anne's sister, then any conclusions drawn on the basis of this belief should notfalsify that belief (this still applies even if the processor uses a refutation strategyto establish truth|it would assume that Sue is not Anne's sister and aim to drawa contradiction). Other, more practical, constraints may apply: for example, theprocessor must give up attempts to �nd answers after a given time has elapsed orafter a given amount of store (measured somehow, in some units|say, cons cells)have been used. The actual constraints that are applied to the processor do notmatter for present purposes: that there are constraints in addition to the soundnessone (which seems, in any case, to be basic, or at least, the one that is implicit inthe descriptions of just about every processor of which I am aware). Of course, wealways want truth to result from inference: we might accept an unde�ned value insome cases, though.The other important point I want to make about the processor is that, withoutit, there would be no interpretation of symbols by the machine14. The latter, Itake, by an large, to be software, whereas the former is taken to be either softwareor hardware), and there would be no way of solving problems (satisfying goals,in other parlance). In order to solve a problem, it is necessary to apply at leastone inference rule: the processor must act in a certain way in order to exhibitthe behaviour that we call \solving a problem". Without these actions, there isnothing: no behaviour|all there is is a collection of structures in memory which, ofthemselves, do nothing. I want to assume that all the behaviours of the processorare at least in principle observable by some external observer: for programs, thiscan often be arranged (it is harder for parallel programs, but that does not altermatters for present purposes). What I want to argue is that there is no way ofinterpreting the declarative representation without performing acts of various kinds:this turns out to be an important point, and I will return to it below when discussingthe proposition that processors be considered as causal entities|causally e�caciousand causally embodied, that is.Above, I described as symbolic structures the declarative database and the in-ference rules that, together, are often taken as comprising the \knowledge base"of an AI program. What I really should have said is that they are composed ofuninterpreted symbols. For the vast majority of AI programs, it makes no di�erenceto the way in which the program behaves if one changes all the symbols it contains14I will use the term `machine' in a more global sense than I do `processor'.14



in its knowledge base: in the limit, one can uniformly substitute gensymd symbolsfor the symbols in the knowledge base. (As will become clear, the unrestricted useof gensymd symbols can lead to horri�c problems, particularly when there is noevidence for the exisence of the `object' named by the new symbol.) When run, theprogram's behaviour will be identical to its behavior before the substitution, theonly di�erence being that di�erent symbols will be output (uniform substitutionseems warranted because any other regime could lead to non-equivalent behaviour).The di�erence in output might make the program harder to understand, but onecan imagine a translation table that one reads in order to convert the output to aform that means something to the user.The last point is important: the symbols that are actually used in a programare chosen because they mean things to the user or builder|for example, abovethe symbol aunt was used to denote a relation between two individuals, one ofwhom has to be female; it would have been possible to use the symbol g101, butthat would have been more opaque, less understandable to the reader. In otherwords, it is we who choose the symbols, and it is we who give them a meaning; asfar as the program is concerned, the choice of symbols is irrelevant. If the choiceof symbol were important, the program would behave in di�erent ways when itsconstituent symbols were changed, and this is not observed. The \interpretation"that is performed via the inference rules in an AI program amounts to no more thanthe transformation of uninterpreted symbolic structures. Thus, the actions takenby a program in solving problems deal with entirely uninterpreted symbols. In anycase, the fact that symbols (or words) do not uniquely refer should not be a surprise;Wittgenstein [46] states quite clearly that there are many possible interpretations ofa word; we can also imagine the situation in which many of the words that we usehave di�erent meanings|we would understand di�erent things by the utterance ofthese words in the alternative world. This shows that what is meant, referred to, ordenoted by a word is not a necessary property of that word.There is a problem here, or so it would seem. mycin is clearly, for us, aboutmedical diagnosis, hearsay-ii is clearly about speech understanding, and r1 isclearly about computer con�guration. If one were to provide r1 with an absurdrequirement for a computer, it would not be surprising if the output were equallyabsurd. By the above argument, the program itself cannot determine what makessense. It is we who determine what is reasonable and what is not. The sequenceof inferential steps (the \acts" performed by the processor) together add up to apath from the initial to the solution state, yet these steps are manipulations ofuninterpreted symbols. Even if one were to give a model-theoretic semantics forthe representation, there would still be no guarantee that the program really doesoperate on structures which actually do refer properly to the external objects webelieve it to be reasoning about.At this point, it seems necessary to make a distinction. What the AI programdeals with is a formal structure that is intended to represent something or other.15



This formal structure is a theory about the external world (or whatever the programis supposed to reason about): sometimes, the word `representation' is used to denotethe theory. The `representation' in more general terms is slack usage, and denotesthe representation language|the general linguistic framework that is used to state(or articulate) the theory. At the end of the last paragraph, it is the �rst sense thatwe intended.The last few paragraphs are intended to show that AI programs contain theoriesthat are composed of uninterpreted symbols. The processor does not interpretthose theories, nor does it interpret the symbols the theory contains. My argumentis that we supply the necessary meanings. In [17], Hayes is concerned with theconcept of meaning in AI programs. This is one reason why he (correctly) rejectsthe idea that the Herbrand interpretation can serve as the `meaning' of a theoryin a representation language. Hayes goes on to consider reection principles, andassigns the meta-language the role of providing meaning (which is where \meaning"is usually assumed to reside in logic, but more of this anon). Finally, Hayes considersthe ultimate source of meaning to be external to the representation and its processor,and says that people can provide meanings for their programs. This last claim issimilar to Kripke's concept of \reference-borrowing"[21].\Reference-borrowing" is a way for an agent (a person in Kripke's original paper)to be able to refer correctly to objects with which they are not directly acquainted.I am able to refer correctly to Cicero in sentences such as \Cicero was a Romanlawyer" or \Cicero criticised Caesar" even though I have never encountered Cicero,and all my evidence for his existence is indirect (for example, a collection of hisletters were the set text for my O-Level Latin course, so I have read what I believeto be some of his writings). What happens when I utter a sentence about Cicero isthat I \borrow" the reference from others who have had more direct contact withhim. There is a long chain of borrowings from me right back to the people whoactually knew Marcus Tullius Cicero: a chain which stretches across two thousandyears. What Hayes suggests is that programs are able to \borrow" reference in away similar to this: if I interpret a particular symbol, aunt, in the knowledge baseas representing the relation aunt, the program can borrow that reference from me|because the symbols that we use in our AI programs tend to be words in ordinarylanguage, the representations that we employ \borrow" their references from us aslanguage users. If reference borrowing works, we can allow our programs to havemeanings in a straightforward way; if it does not, then we are no better o�.Sterelny [42] argues that the reference-borrowing theory is inadequate. It isinadequate when the agent (person or machine) that is doing the borrowing doesnot have a sophisticated cognitive apparatus with which to know what is beingreferred to. AI programs at the moment, and young children learning languagedo not possess the cognitive sophistication to borrow references. For example, if Iadd the formula man(cicero) to my program's knowledge base, reference-borrowingrequires that the program already have borrowed the referent of man. It is not enough16



for the program to contain a formula along the lines of:man(X) if-and-only-if human(X) and male(X)because this just means that the referents of human and male must also be known:for the average AI program, this is not the case. As Sterelny and others, for example,Fodor[12], have argued, this would never be enough: what prevents a program fromclassifying chair as something wooden as opposed to something one sits on?The main alternative account of reference is the description theory. Referentscan be identi�ed, according to this theory, if a su�ciently \good" description canbe obtained. A description, here, is a sentence in some language (logic, if you will).However, reection indicates that description theories are no better o� than theKripke-style reference \borring" theory: they too presuppose cognitive sophistica-tion, or, at least, they presuppose that all the terms that appear in the descriptionhave been individuated in an adequate fashion. For arti�cial objects, typically thoseof mathematics and logic, descriptions can be provided (although one might want,eventually, to relate everything back to numbers or to sets, which would make thedescriptions rather large): these concepts have crisp boundaries. A problem whichhas to be faced for natural kinds is that the kind of sentence which uniquely de-scibes them is, in general, an in�nite conjunction: clearly, such a sentence is notrepresentable in a �nite device. The formula that appears in the last paragraph canbe viewed as a description of the class of men (male humans, that is). Although thisconcept is relatively crisp (there might be borderline cases|it is conceivable15), tomake this description work, one needs to have the descriptions for male and human,the latter is certainly quite a long sentence.Descriptions can be used to classify, but they are not the same as the thingsthey describe. A chair is a chair, but a description of a chair is a description: asentence in some language, formal or not. As aids to classi�cation, they can succeedor fail; they may not even have a truth-value (as in \The present king of France"); asdescriptions, they stand at one remove from the objects they are meant to capture.However, descriptions still require sophisticated cognitive powers.5 Models, Truth-conditions and ReferenceHayes appears be incorrect on a number of points:1. He confuses model-theoretic semantics with `meaning'.2. He mistakenly believes that there can be a unique model for a theory expressedas a set of �rst-order sentences.15There have been reports of infants born with both male and female genitalia, so here is a casein point. 17



3. He believes that reference can be \borrowed" by a representation or processorthat is not endowed with sophisticated cognitive apparatus.He also makes the claim that `meanings' can be �xed by reecting into the meta-language. This last claim is of interest, and I will be returning to it below.In this section, I will begin to present an alternative to Hayes' account, whilestill bearing in mind the various readings of Hayes' position. Before doing so, Iwant to point out a possible confusion: content is not the same as reference, andreference is not the same as meaning (whatever the last is). To see the di�erencebetween content and reference, one only need consider the case of an utterance (orproposition) which has content, yet does not refer: \The present King of France isbald" or \Mathilda's unicorn is delighted" have clear senses, yet neither refers to anyextant object (certainly, there was, once, a King of France, but there is none nowin 1991; as far as I know, unicorns have never been said to exist in the sense thatlions, ring-tailed lemur or hippopotomus16 exist). As has been pointed out sinceFrege, propositions can fail to refer, yet make perfect sense; even when they refer,there is a sense in which we would assent to their having `content'|in the unicornexample, we would all, I belive, agree that the sentence was `about' unicorns. Asimilar kind of argument can be used to show that, even if the words in a sentenceall refer, the sentence need not necessarily be meaningful (Chomsky's \Colourlessgreen ideas sleep furiously" is one such).What, then, is meaning? It seems relatively clear that accounts of referenceand of content can be given. This is not the place to give an account of meaning(even if I held a de�nite position): space forbids it, for one thing. Instead, I o�er anaccount very close to that of Barwise and Perry[1]. Consider the case of an argumentbetween A and B. At some stage, both A and B utter the sentence \I am right;you are wrong". Each means it of the other, so, in one case `I' refers to A, and inthe other it refers to B; similarly, `you' refers to both A and B, depending uponwho is speaking. Clearly, these two sentences cannot state propositions which areboth simultaneously true (that both A and B claim that their token sentence is trueis another matter). Equally clearly, the two utterances refer and they both havemeaning: in fact, they both have the same meaning|both sentences exhibit a kindof regularity across contexts of utterance. For the present discussion, I will associatemeaning with this kind of regularity (see [1] for a more detailed discussion)17.The point of discussing these distinctions is because I want to be clear that thethree concepts are not the same. What I want is to distinguish them, and for reasonsother than clarity.Now, Hayes, like all logicists (for example, [13]) wants the objects in his repre-sentations to refer to objects in the external world, and he says that one can havea model (in the technical sense) of a theory which is the external world. He clearly16Or any rare and/or exotic creature.17I am not entirely happy with the account given by Barwise and Perry for a number of reasons|some metaphysical. 18



sees that there has to be a relationship between the entities that are representedand the entities themselves. If there is no such relationship between the objects ofthe representation and the \corresponding" external objects, there is no clear sensein which it can be claimed that the representation is of anything18. What is clearis that if something is a representation of something else, the representation mustbear some relation to the thing that it represents (one such relation is represents,but what is needed is an analysis of representing relations). The problems beginwhen one wants to represent some unique object and when the world changes. Inthe former case, one must give an individuating description; in the latter, thosepropositions which are true (the facts, one might say) may change.Hayes is quite clear that there is no formal or logical principle to which onecan appeal in order to guarantee the connection between formalism and externalworld: that is why he suggests the reference-borrowing account. Now, to be fair, itmust also be said that he suggests `attaching' symbols to the output of sensors ifthe representation is being used by a robot; he also discusses the use of the meta-language for giving meanings to the symbols that are internal to the formal system(the reading that we gave above was the one which he might be claimed to prefer,his statements to the contrary). Reference-borrowing is used as the way in whichrepresentations acquire meanings (referents, actually) when the system in whichthey are embedded (I can think of no other term) does not have sensors. Whateverthe representation, it will be about things that are external to the representationitself: this is because a symbol in a representation language is only a symbol until itis interpreted in some way|it is how this `interpretation' is done that is the issue.The suggestion that symbols can be `attached' to the outputs of sensors doesnot seem, at �rst glance, to be particularly strange: this is because, perhaps, weare used to machines sensing some external environment. What is it, though, thatmakes this attachment? One answer is that we, the builders of systems, do it: wemake the connection between the sensor's output and what it is supposed to denote(or maybe represent). If one follows the strict model-theoretic account of semantics,what one has is the fact that, for any formal theory, there are many (potentiallyin�nitely many) models|leaving out, that is, the Herbrand models, but they are justcollections of symbols, and are, thus, no genuine account of meaning or denotationfor they merely give an interpretation in terms of the symbols of the theory. Becausethere is such a choice of model, in one sense, there is no concept of a de�nitive oractual model of a theory. In other words, the models do not give an account ofmeaning (or even of reference). One consequence of this is that symbols are still`meaningless' even if one has given a model. A counter-argument is that amongstthe models, there will be one which corresponds with reality: but who is to saythat, especially if there is an in�nite collection of models? (I.e., there is no e�ectiveprocedure for deciding that there is at least one such model.) Furthermore, if onerestricts oneself to those models which are used in model theory, there must be at18A standard hedge is to claim that the representation contains `abstractions'.19



least level of interpretation before one can say that one has a model of reality (orsome piece of it): this leads to an in�nite regression.The moral is that, by concentrating on purely formal structures, one will neverdirectly give a sense, reference, interpretation or model in terms of the externalworld the theory is supposedly `about'. What must be done in such circumstancesis for some agent external to the formal theory to decide that the model is a suitableone. In a similar fashion, it is not possible to give a unique interpretation to thesentences of the meta-language because it su�ers from exactly the same problem:at some stage, a semantics must be given for the meta-language19.One might want to give a model-theoretic semantics for the meta-language, butthis just postpones decisions. One might want to give an alternative semantics(say, an algorithmic one for an intuitionistic meta-language), but this does not solvethings, either. One might want, like Davidson, to give a truth-conditional account:truth-conditions are inadequate for giving meanings. A truth-conditional readingis along the following lines. In the meta-language, there is a special predicate, T ,such that T (�) is read as \� is true", for any sentence � in the object-language. Atruth-condition is another sentence,  such that:T (�)$  Unfortunately, if  $ �, then T (�)$ �also. There are no conditions imposed upon what  and � are, so any sentence �will do as long as (i) it is logically equivalent to  , and (ii) as long as it is true.There is no circularity here, note, for we can assume that  and � belong to themeta-language, and they are assigned truth by the predicate TM, the truth-predicatefor the meta-language (TM belongs to the meta-meta-language). This is the casefor any language whose semantics is being presented along Tarskian lines. All thatmatters is that  and � have the same truth-value:  and � need not even mentionthe same things! (That is,  could be \The sentence `Grass is green' contains threewords", and � might be 8x:x = x. Strengthening by modal operators does not work,either. The account still fails even if we impose the condition that  � �.) Nothingin the theory guarantees the same subject-matter, that is.What one can do is to talk about the structures which are entirely internal tothe object-language theory in ways that do not refer to the outside world20. Thesimple answer is that the symbolic structures of a formal theory are not the externalobjects they are intended to represent|they are symbols simpliciter|and it is we19The semantics might include denotations for the sentences or symbols of the object-languagethat have been included in order to give them an interpretation.20Even here, though, I have doubts, and I �nd these doubts disappointing, being one who isinterested in the language/meta-language distinction, and being one who �nds considerable appealin the idea of using the meta-language to give interpretations. However, see below for more on this.20



who assign the interpretations. In other words, symbols are not the same kinds ofthing as the objects they represent.The main point of this section is to add weight to the case that it is we who assignmeanings to formal representations. None of the moves suggested by Hayes (andthe other logicists) helps in this respect. With the exception of reference-borrowing,what they lack is some kind of connection between the representation language andthe world which is being represented. In other words, there is nothing in the schemewhich they favour which gives the kinds of connection that one wants unless thereis a person there to give the connection on behalf of the representation. Anotherway of saying this is that there can be no possibility of semantic originality (nor,incidentally, are there ways in which semantics|or meanings|can be enforced bythe representation itself21.6 Causes and StatesThis section is to be re-written.After the negative, I will try to present the positive. The positive amounts to away of viewing things that might put representations in a position where they cando the things we want of them.The �rst observation I want to make is that computers (processors of knowledgerepresentations) are causal. That is, they are not the purely mathematical enti-ties that is often assumed (see [19] for an exposition of the formalist, mathematicalposition). Certainly, one can give descriptions of the behaviour of programs andmachines in terms of logical concepts and by means of proofs. What the logicists as-sume is that the purely logical properties are all that need be considered. What theyforget is that machines are causally e�cacious. Robot arms can move cups or weldcar bodies; sensors of various kinds can detect changes in the non-computationalenvironment which is external to the machine.Even within a computer, the state of the store changes (I do not want to arguethat one must attempt descriptions or accounts that descend as far as the quantumlevel). The behaviour of a processor depends changes of state. This can be seenin some descriptions of logic processors|for example, the descriptions of intelligentagents in [13]. The clauses in the database of a resolution theorem-prover repre-sent the state in abstract terms: the deduction of a new clause alters the state. Informal speci�cation, states are an important aspect: for example, in Hoare logics,speci�cations have the form fPgSfQg, where S is a statement of the programminglanguage, fPg is a description of the state before S is executed (the precondition),and fQg is a description of the state after S has run (the post-condition). Func-tional programming is also state-dependent because functional programs have to be21In my earlier[6], I expressed the view that the meta-language might be called on to do this. Insome ways, I want this still to be the case, although the scope of such enforcement might be farless than I had hoped. 21



executed by a physical processor.One can argue quite convincingly, I believe, that programs change the state ofthe processor: that is, programs are methods for changing states. The clearest ex-ample of state change occurs in an assignment. In Hoare logic, the state beforethe execution of a statement is transformed into the state described by the statesdescribed by a formal speci�cation have an interesting status because the speci�-cation must be invariant with respect to time and location (the also have to beneutral with respect to lots of other things, for example, word length): one mightsay that a speci�cation is about equivalence classes of states. The remarks I havejust made about speci�cation might be objected to by some: they consider the pre-condition as determining those states which permit the execution of S, and that thepost-condition determines the resulting state. In other words, if the preconditionsatis�es P then S may be executed, and the state that results therefore must satisfyQ. Conversely, for predicate transformers [10], the account is that for any stateQ that obtains after the execution of S, the precondition will satisfy wp(S;Q). Itend to think that the two accounts are equivalent because they both deal with therelationships between the two states P and Q|one describing the state before andthe other describing that after execution of S. The use of words like \permits" tendsto suggest a way of viewing the relationship between the states which is more to dowith use; in any case, what is wanted is that P ! Q (which can either be read asmaterial implication or state transition).The important things are that the notation (Hoare logic, predicate transformers,Z[41] or VDM[20]) relates descriptions of states, and that the programming languagestatement is considered to change the state. At a macroscopic level of analysis, onemight want to view (simple) statements as events (strictly, that they representclasses of event)22. What is essential to remember is that descriptions of states arenot the states themselves, and that descriptions of or prescriptions for events arenot, themselves, events.Apart from establishing that states are part of the computational story, whatthis is intended to show is that causality is an essential ingredient of that story. Thefact that one can abstract away from causality and work within a system of formaldescriptions (or in a functional language) does not detract from this. In a similarway, the processor for a knowledge representation language can be thought of asbeing an entity which depends upon causality for its operation. One of the factorsthat was identi�ed above for a representation system is that it makes inferences:inferences are a kind of action. The application of an inference rule causes theprocessor to change state: what was said above was that an inference rule can beviewed as a kind of transformation|what can now be seen is that an inference rulecan be thought of as a relation between states in a non-derivative sense. This pointis, perhaps, obscure and some might argue that it has more to do with the way22Events �gure, too, in theories of concurrent processing, for example [18] or in descriptions ofmessage-passing systems in general. 22



in which we implement our representation systems and their processors. However,consider the proposition that A tells B that his shoe-lace is undone: if B thinks thatA is telling the truth, B will believe A (and may also do up his shoe-lace23). WhatA utters to B elicits a behaviour, a physical act. One can say, to an approximation,that B's belief (engendered by A's utterance) caused the behaviour of tying up theshoe-lace24. The relationship between belief and action has almost never been inserious doubt (nor, since Descartes, at least, has the concept of one idea's causinganother).One can hold a belief as a result of direct experience: for example, one might seea magpie in a tree and believe that there is a magpie in that tree on that day and atthat time. What one would say is that the perception caused the belief: this does notseem objectionable. Apart from the `input' of perception, there is the production ofaction. Actions change the world in various ways by causing things to happen in theways that we want (for example, pulling up weeds in the garden so that they do notcause our plants to be overgrown). This is what I mean by causally e�cacious: wecan change the world in ways that we want or in ways that we believe will improvematters as far as we are concerned. Inference can also be analysed as a (special,i.e., mental) kind of action: it changes one's beliefs. If a dispositional account ofbelief is required (so as to avoid problems such as maintaining an active belief statewhile one is asleep), inference can still be seen as altering one's disposition to believesomething (assert it as true, which is what most analyses amount to)|see [40], forexample, for an discussion of dispositions. For my own money, the di�erence betweena belief state and a belief disposition is that the latter incorporates the notion thatbeliefs can be inactive or latent|one can have them without being aware that onehas them.Part of the point I am trying to make is that causality is an ingredient (perhapsthe ingredient) in meaning and reference. Although Kripke's reference-borrowingtheory has attractions, it fails because of what it presupposes. Description theoriespresuppose also that there are adequate categories for us to understand descriptions(hence the attempts by many, Russell and Wittgenstein, amongst them, to grounddescriptions on deictics such as \here" and \this"|the so-called `logically' propernouns). What any theory of reference must do is account for the ways in which wecan refer to distal as well as proximal objects. The theory proposed by Devitt andSterelny[42] attempts to steer a course between the extremes of reference-borrowing23My original example was that B's ies were undone: under normal circumstances, B willcertainly attempt as soon as possible to do them up|here, the resulting behaviour is almostautomatic.24Note that I am not suggesting that all beliefs cause behaviour in such an immediate way: thereare beliefs that we hold which do not cause behaviour. For example, beliefs that one is not attendingto. If one's beliefs always caused one to act, one would never rest! Also, one might have a beliefand not be conscious of it, yet it may cause action of some kind|the kind of behaviour that ispointed out to us, an explanation o�ered (which seems just right), and to which we reply \I neverrealised that!" 23



and description theories by proposing a hierarchy of causal and descriptive refer-ences. Causal reference is most prominantly associated with lower-level (or `earlier'in the developmental sense) objects. The main attraction of the theory is that isenables one to build from proximal reference into distal ones by providing a contextwithin which cognitive capacities can be developed.The whole point of considering causal theories of reference is that they providea way of connecting representations with what is being represented. Without causalgrounding, descriptions do not capture the connection: this is so because there maybe many objects that �t a given description. If one is causally involved25, then thereis one object which is causally involved in the process of referring. If one is situatedin the world, one can do a lot more than engage in inference about objects: onecan touch, smell, see them, for example. In other words, perception and sensationcan directly cause beliefs: in a formalist account, one has of necessity to explainhow percepts and sensations are encoded in the formal language|in other words,the linguistic assertion \I am in pain" is indissoluably linked to the state of beingin pain, whereas one can be in pain without ever saying so to anyone (includingoneself).At this juncture, a hard-line logicist might reply in one of a number of ways. The�rst way is that causality is notoriously hard to understand: Hume, for example,could �nd nothing more than constant conjunction to explain causality. The axiomsof causality are nigh impossible to work out (there have, of course, been a numberof|mostly unsuccessful|attempts to give formal theories of causation: inductivetheories have been prominent[30], and a more recent proposal even involves non-monotonic logic[36]). This reply simply gets everything back-to-front: the claimis not that we should try to model causation, but, more simply, that it all restson causality|causes and e�ects are the bottom line, so to speak26. The secondreply is that causality is simply irrelevant. The second reply breaks down into twocomponents:1. Causation is not required to account for representation and behaviour.2. Logic is not supported by causal relations.My comment in response to (1) is that there is no other mechanism that I know ofthat will give the kind of connection between representation and represented thatis necessary in order for any agent that possesses such a representation to use itin meaningful or e�cacious ways. Without causation, nothing happens. It hasalready been argued at some length that purely logical relations cannot account forreference or for meanings: thus, any agent that relies on logic alone cannot changethe environment in which it resides. My reply to (2) is that logic may not be25I prefer the term involvement to connection or connectedness because it also carries connotationsof action; it is, in any case, a weaker term without connotations of determination.26One can describe a mouse as much as one wants, but the descriptions do not make it move.24



dependent on causation, but the people who do it (i.e., the people who use and dologic) are: is there logic without people who do logic?The above arguments suggest, I believe quite strongly, that at some point, tomis-quote Wittgenstein[46]: formalism must come to an end.All of this leads, eventually, to understanding. I do not want, here, to beginto discuss the various theories that have been proposed over the years: that wouldtake far too long. However, I want to suggest that theories which take the externalworld seriously provide a better framework than do others. What I want to suggestis that we only know that someone understands something by the way in whichthey behave in critical situations|the mere assertion \I understand that" leads tonothing unless the person who utters it can actually show that they understand.If the claim is that X understands how to �, then we cannot be convinced of thisuntil X actually does it. Equally, if X claims that he or she understands �, wewould only be convinced if X behaved in such a way that the implications of � wereknown: i.e., that the implications of � alter X 's behaviour in some signi�cant way.For example, if X understands arithmetic, we would expect X to be able to add andto exhibit an understanding of numbers. In a similar way, we would assent to theproposition that X understands � (the sense in which `understand' is taken to be acognate or near-cognate of `know' or `believe') if X behaves in a certain way. If Xunderstands that walking too close to the edge of the river entails running the riskof falling in, we would expect X to stay away from the edge of the bank. In otherwords, all we have is behaviour on which to judge understanding: the behaviourcan be verbal (X can give justi�cations or explanations in terms of �, or can use �in ways which allow us to infer an understanding), or they can be non-verbal (forexample, completing a proof in �rst-order arithmetic). In the case of understandingtaken as a near-cognate of `believing', what we are interested in is the implicationsthat X draws from this belief.For a program, merely getting to the right answer need not convince us that itunderstands something (for example, the fact that either mycin or puff produces acorrect diagnosis need not convince us that these programs in any way understandmeningitis or pulmonary diseases). Even the `explanations' that they give do notallow such a conclusion to be drawn (in these cases, there is not the luxury ofasking further, more probing, questions)|we require depth as well as breadth inexplanation. In general, though, we want more than the right answer: we wantjusti�cations, explanations and use of concepts|one can get to the right answerby the wrong route (recall the paradox of material|or of strict|implication). Theways in which � is used contributes to our claiming that \X understands �".Now, I am not claiming that meaning is use. What I am saying is that usecontributes to meaning: there are ways of using concepts that are accepted asmeaningful, and there are others which are not. In other words, there are someways of using concepts that we count as indicative of meaningful use, and there areothers that we would reject (some uses do not immediately seem to satisfy this: for25



example, the coining of a new metaphor). What I am saying, ultimately, is thatthe ways in which words, in particular, are used is the criterion which we use indetermining whether or not the person who utters them understands them. That is,the outward behaviour of the person, the actions which they perform, determine forus whether they understand or not. The context in which the behaviour is elicitedis also important in determining whether there is understanding. Some actions willbe prohibited the situation. In some contexts, what is perceived to be appropriatealso enters into matters. However, it remains the case that actions provide the bestway of determining understanding.In order to make the claim that \X understands �", it is necessary for thereto be someone else who can make that claim: understanding depends upon factorsexternal to the agent (cf. Wittgenstein's Private Language Argument[46, 45]). Fora processor to apply a rule, it is necessary for there to be criteria which guide itsapplication, and there must be someone or something which can determine that therule has been correctly applied. One can build a rule-based program and allow itsprocessor to apply rules, but there is nothing in the processor on its own that willallow it to assert that its rules are correctly applied. What is lacking is the socialdimension: there are conventions that are applied.The above discussion of understanding and rule-application relates to the dis-tinction I drew early on concerning the two main components of an AI program:the knowledge base (or database) and the inference engine. The knowledge base,it will be recalled contains an explicit representation of the knowledge that the in-ference engine applies in solving problems. The interpretation of the declarativerepresentations that the knowledge base contains was the issue that prompted theentire discussion of model-theoretic semantics and its inadequacies. What do thestructures in the knowledge base mean, and to what do they refer? How is therepresentational relation maintained?The account which is given by the logicists is that the inference engine is anecessary component only because, without it, one would not have a program thatworked: the processor is an empirical requirement. The fact that it is supposed tobe domain-independent suggests that its workings are not the real concern of theknowledge representation enterprise, for it contains no knowledge (perhaps it con-tains knowledge, in some sense|a sense closer to the way in which payroll programsmight be said to have knowledge|of how to process the declarative structures in therepresentation proper). It is the contents of the declarative database that are thereal concern, it is argued, for it is they that actually represent what the program isabout, and it is they, together with sound inference rules, that guide the processor ingiving up correct answers. In a sense, the only interesting property of the inferenceengine|the processor|is that it gives the right answer.It has been argued that the account usually given of the declarative represen-tation falls far short of what is required: the standard account (in terms of modeltheory) ignores the relationship between what is represented and what is doing the26



representation. If model theory is all that can be given by way of an account ofmeaning, reference and content (`semantics' in intuitive sense, or in the sense ofordinary, natural, language), then one might as well be using the Herbrand model.The argument I have given requires that semantics be explicit related to the externalworld. I have also argued at some length that causal theories need to be used inorder to illucidate the relationships between what is being represented and what isrepresenting|taking the external world seriously, in other words. I have also arguedfor an account of representations in arti�cial processors in terms of causal relation-ships (this is point of the argument about what software speci�cation is about). It isthe behaviour of the processor that determines the ways in which the representationare viewed, not whether the representation language or the theories expressed in ithave models in the sense of the model theory of �rst-order theories.Finally, and this point is worth making, the purely behavioural aspects thathave been the focus of attention are, in themselves, inadequate. An intelligentmachine could be simulated by getting the population of China to pass messageswritten on pieces of paper. No-one would claim that the Chinese population whenengaged in this activity was an intelligent machine, nor would the population bedoing anything more than passing messages in an attempt at simulation. The pointof this argument is that the global behaviour (when viewed by an experimenter whomerely posed questions and waited for answers) might be such that the experimenterwould be prepared to say that an intelligent artifact was responsible for producingthe answers thus obtained. What the argument is saying, though, is that causalrelations of a di�erent kind can be used in simulation, and the simulation may beas good as the real thing. The Chinese population argument is aimed at showingthat a functionalist view of mind and meaning is inadequate because many, non-equivalent processes or devices can be used to simulate the behaviour of a givenprocess or device: the components of such a simulating engine may not bear thesame relationships as corresponding (or supposedly corresponding) entities in theoriginal. Furthermore, the causal relationships exhibited by the Chinese populationwhile engaged in the simulation exercise|while they wait for and pass messages|are internal to the simulation, not external. The moral for functionalists is thattheir theories of internal causal relationships are inadequate|a more ecological viewmight bring the closer alignment that is sought.7 ConclusionsThroughout this paper, I have been concerned with formal theories and with theirmodel-theoretic semantics. Some readers may have formed the impression, despitemy protestations to the contrary, that my aim has been to argue that formality,formalism and mathematics have no role in AI: for the last time, let me state quiteclearly that I am not criticising logic and model theory; nor am I claiming that logichas no role in knowledge representation. It is my opinion that the use of logic has a27



great clari�catory role: by dint of being formal, one must think carefully about whatone wants to say. Use of logic also brings with it the advantage that inference ofa well-understood kind can be used in determining the implications of one's formaltheory; if a model is given for the theory, one has the choice of where one's inferenceis performed (very often, it turns out to be easier in the model).What I have tried to criticise is the view that a formal account (a theory anda model) is all that one needs. One can give a formal account, certainly, but oneshould not be deluded into believing that, once the formal stu� has been done,there is nothing else to do. The formal account can be used as a speci�cation ofwhat is wanted: it can serve as a meta-theory, that is. What I have argued is thatrepresentations are representations of something, and that something is not a formalstructure in the way that, say, number theory is. In order to represent, one needssome kind of connection between what is doing the representing and what is beingrepresented. This connection determines the content of the representation. Theproblem with the purely formal accounts of semantics that are to be found in theknowledge representation literature (e.g., [29, 25]) is that it does not go far enoughalong the road to connection with the external world. One can, of course, present amodel in terms of external physical objects and the relations which obtain betweenthem: however, the relations that we want are part of a model27 that we impose onthe external world|try to �nd an instance of \to the right of" in the world.There is, in addition, the problem of �nding the right (mathematical) concep-tion which is not only faithful to what one is trying to capture in one's non-logicalaxioms, but which is also easy to manipulate as a formula. By choosing an inappro-priate conceptualisation, one can end up with paradoxical or just silly results (forexample, the consequence that something which is inside a spatial region can alsobe outside it, or `implausible' or `impossible' objects). As far as logic and modeltheory are concerned, there is no question of a paradoxical or silly result: in a sense,the ontology is outside of logic. The conceptualisation that one employs depends,naturally, upon an adequate choice of object to populate the world one is trying torepresent. For purely formal accounts, there is nothing except our own judgementto determine what makes sense.The conclusions I have reached in this paper are, in many ways, surprising tome: I have spent a long time trying to �nd ways of getting meanings out of rep-resentations without having to deal with messy details of causal mechanisms. Ialmost view the conclusions reached in the last section as a partial vindication ofthe approach that I took with my elektra rule interpreter [7, 8, 9]: what worriedme most about elektra was that it seemed not to have an elegant, mathematical,theory of representation, and attempts to provide one foundered. The problems Ihad in producing a denotational semantics for elektra were also a worry: whatresulted from the attempts I made looked more like a causal analysis than anything27The use of `model' here is of a di�erent category from that we have been using in connectionwith logic. 28



else. Apart from under-determining too much, elektra is also a solipsistic pro-cessor: it is not connected with the world, and has to borrow references from itsuser (so, by the argument against Hayes, it must fail). The approach I initiallytook to elektra was to give it a formal speci�cation in the Z language[41]: thisseemed to be a good place to start if one wanted an implementation, but seemedto be completely wrong if one wanted a deep and elegant mathematical theory. Bythe argument about processors, it seems that the speci�cation is along the rightlines: it deals, albeit indirectly, with states and events. None of the above should beconstrued as a claim that elektra is a representative of the correct way of viewingthings: I tend to believe that it is all wrong, but that some of the basic intuitionswere correct.In a changing world, the models that we might want for our theories will changeas well. When I started writing the notes for this paper, the large tree which Ican see when I look out of the window was not in bud: eight weeks later, it hasleaves. Furthermore, what we want is for representations to connect with what theyrepresent in such a way that I can represent the proposition that there is a large treeoutside my study window: that representation must capture the property that thereis one large tree, a smaller one, and, to the left and just out of sight from the study,there is a large oak. As has been argued, the referential aspects of representationare very important, but a model-theoretic account ignores this.The position that I argue for can be summarised as \it is necessary to take theworld seriously". In other words, the metaphysical choices one makes should not bedetermined entirely by what one can do in a formal system (consider the results ofRussell's logical atomism[35], or the metaphysics of the Tractatus [44]). Another wayof putting this is to say that model theory in representation only serves to mystifythe semantic enterprise, positing as it does, a platonic realm of objects which we cannever perceive and which do not enter into causal relationships with other objects(even Hayes' remarks about the real world serving as a model are subject to thisaccusation, for can we take the intersection of a pile of three apples and another pileof four apples|physical piles of real apples, that is? we can only do this when werepresent the piles as sets, and this requires that we leave the world and enter therealm of sets and collections).References[1] Barwise, J. and Perry, J., Situations and Attitudes, MIT Press, Cambridge,MA, 1983.[2] Barwise, J., Situations and Small Worlds, in Barwise, J., The Situation inLogic, CSLI Lecture Notes No. 17, pp. 79-92, CSLI, Stanford University, 1989.[3] Besnard, P., An Introduction to Default Logic, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1989.29
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